## Ann G. Wylie Dissertation Fellowships for AY 2020-21

### College of Agriculture and Natural Sciences
- Shaoli Lin: Veterinary Medicine
- Anna Vaudin: Nutrition and Food Science
- Tiffany Wong: Plant Science and Landscape Architecture

### School of Architecture
- Zhenpeng Zou: Urban and Regional Planning and Design

### College of Arts and Humanities
- Keisha Allan: Comparative Literature
- Charlee Bezila: French Modern Studies
- Katie Bramlett: English
- Lindsay Dupertuis: Art History
- Kioumars Mazandarani Haeri: Theatre, Dance, and Performance Studies
- Allison Hedges: Theatre, Dance, and Performance Studies
- Robert Jiles: American Studies
- Eben Levey: History
- Jungkyu Lim: Communication
- Lindsey O'Neil: English
- Kyle Pruitt: History
- Rachel Ruisard: Music
- Abigail Upshaw: Art History

### Robert H. Smith School of Business
- Daehoon Noh
- Wei Zhou

### College of Behavioral and Social Sciences
- Diana Alkire: Neuroscience and Cognitive Science
- Kelly Anderson: Geographical Sciences
- Julie Cohen: Hearing and Speech Sciences
- Adam Fishbein: Neuroscience and Cognitive Science
- Emilia Guevara: Anthropology
- Omkar Joshi: Sociology
- Donggyu Lee: Economics
- Lei Ma: Geographical Sciences
- Magda Mankel: Anthropology
- Alauna Safarpour: Government and Politics
- Hannah Younes: Geographical Sciences

### College of Computer, Mathematical, and Natural Sciences
- Eviatar Bach: Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
- Yogesh Balaji: Computer Science
- Sarah Burnett: Applied Mathematics and Scientific Computation
- Samuel Crossley: Geology
Ann G. Wylie Dissertation Fellowships, continued

Majid Ekhterachian    Physics
Hakeem Henry        Chemistry
Connor Hilton        Geology
Sanghyun Hong      Computer Science
Pranava Jayanti    Physics
Margaret Lewis    Entomology
Dana Louie       Astronomy
Steven Murkli    Chemistry
Nitin Sanket      Computer Science
Suzanne Spitzer  Marine Estuarine Environmental Sciences
Fuxi Wang        Biological Sciences
Chelsea Wegner Koch  Marine Estuarine Environmental Scien

College of Education
Amanda Burkholder  Human Development and Qualitative Measurement
Alisha Butler      Teaching and Learning, Policy and Leadership
Lautaro Cabrera   Teaching and Learning, Policy and Leadership
Jerae Kelly        Counseling, Higher Education & Special Education
Annie Rappeport  Counseling, Higher Education & Special Education
Rajni Sharma      Counseling, Higher Education & Special Education

A. James Clark School of Engineering
Kiran Burra    Mechanical Engineering
Abhishek Chakraborty Electrical and Computer Engineering
Tao Deng        Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering
Seyed Karimian  Mechanical Engineering
Dylan Kline    Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering
Jonathan Lefebvre Aerospace Engineering
Azin Mousavi Mechanical Engineering
Preethi Ravula Mechanical Engineering
Shahrzad Saffari Ghandehari Civil and Environmental Engineering
Mei Wang        Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering
Zijiang Yang    Civil and Environmental Engineering
Justine Yu    Bioengineering

College of Information Studies
Priya Kumar    Information Studies

School of Public Health
C Conway        Family Science
Laura Drew      Family Science
Zahra Saboori Health Administration

School of Public Policy
Tiffany Ford    Public Policy